INTRODUCTION
Recently all the documents formats are being shifted from proprietary formats to the XML based standard formats. One of the key issues associated with any XML based document is security. Most of the approaches of security focus towards securing the access to the data rather than securing the data itself. So once the data/ document are out of their 'secured environment', they become completely open. However the data need to be secured in respect of confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and non-reproduction.
Security is essential in order to share the documents out of the 'secured environment'. The acceptance of XML is growing and so is the need of having XML security. The XML Security standards define XML based rules in order to meet security requirements.
The XML Security standards consist of the following:  XML Digital Signature -This standard deals with the integrity and signing the XML document. 
II. DOCUMENT SECURITY DETAILS
Electronic documents are fast replacing the paper based documents; be it electronic health records, photo albums, workflow systems, etc; however it is still far from real world needs on the aspects of security. Let's look at the current picture as far as document security goes:
Security -Current scenario
The term security encompasses all of the following: Some of the prevailing document formats e.g. Adobe's PDF, SVG and Microsoft XDocs have either very limited or no built-in security implemented. Adobe PDF provides lock security -i.e. password for reading, writing and printing. However other formats lack on the security part.
What we propose is formats based on Open Standard XML complying to standards set by W3C and OASIS (ISO), with following security implemented:  Single secure file that can be digitally signed  Strong support for signatures, i.e. multiple and overlapping signatures  Multiple encryptions for multiple types of access rights. Thus ensuring role based security
III. MULTI TIER SECURITY 3.1 Digital Signature
Normal digital signature guarantees three information security properties:  Authentication: The signer is well identified by the private/public key relation.  Non-repudiation: The signing party cannot later on deny performing the action, since the private key was used for encryption process. Note that if a symmetric key cryptography was used, the non-repudiation properties could not be guaranteed.  Integrity: Since the signature itself is associated to the content to the message, any message alteration would make the signature invalid. This also implies that the signature cannot be copied from one message and applied to another. The Single Digital Signature category is complete, but does not aim to replace all the utilizations of traditional written signature, since in many cases, more than one person are required to sign a legal document. Therefore Digital Multiple Signatures are very important. In everyday life, many legal documents require signatures from more than one party For applying multiple and overlapping digital signatures, we could apply Sequential Multiple Signature In which we could sequentially sign the document many times. Refer figure 1.
Encryption
Since encryption granularity is XML node then we could encrypt and decrypt the desired part of full xml document according to roles. Refer figure 5 .
This can be complimented using the implementation of Access control and Key Management system which will complete the security scenario.
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V. CONCLUSION
Electronic documents are fast replacing the paper based documents; be it electronic health records, photo albums, workflow systems, etc; however it is still far from real world needs on the aspects of security. Today's challenge is to make the electronic documents as relevant as their paper versions for their suitability for the legal documents such as contract papers, documents that record the workflow trails etc.
With the suggested approach it is possible to publish or hide the information based on roles, the overlapping signatures provide a way of authorizing the document by a set of people.
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